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Propagation of an ultrashort, intense laser pulse in a relativistic plasma

Burke Ritchie and Christopher D. Decker
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of California, Livermore, California 94550

~Received 6 June 1997; revised manuscript received 28 October 1997!

A Maxwell-relativistic fluid model is developed for the propagation of an ultrashort, intense laser pulse
through an underdense plasma. The separability of plasma and optical frequencies~vp andv, respectively! for
smallvp /v is not assumed; thus the validity of multiple-scales theory~MST! can be tested. The theory is valid
whenvp /v is of order unity or for cases in whichvp /v!1 but strongly relativistic motion causes higher-
order plasma harmonics to be generated which overlap the region of the first-order laser harmonic, such that
MST would not be expected to be valid, although its principal validity criterionvp /v!1 holds.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is widespread interest in the propagation of sub
cosecond, intense laser pulses through underdense pla
in inertial confinement fusion@1#, in wake-field acceleration
@2#, and in relativistic self-focusing and channel formati
@3–5#. Theoretical approaches include particle-in-cell sim
lations ~PIC! @6# and plasma fluid models@7–10#.

On a time scale which is short compared to characteri
collision times, plasma electrons are accelerated by the l
to relativistic speeds, such that the electromagnetic fields
plasma are coupled nonlinearly through the Lorentz facto
special relativity,

g5S 11
p2

m2c2D 1/2

, ~1!

wherepW is the particle~or fluid! momentum. When one con
siders how the momentum is coupled to the fields in
equation of motion, then it is clear that the usual assump
that the fields can be represented by a single Fourier com
nent at a ‘‘carrier’’ frequency cannot, in general, be ma
Nevertheless if the plasma is sufficiently underdense, s
that the plasma to optical frequency ratiovp /v is small,
wherevp5A4pe2ne /m, andne is the electron density, the
one can approximately eliminate the optical frequency to
rive field and fluid slowly-varying-envelope~SVE! equations
which vary on the scale of the plasma frequency. This
proximation depends on a multiple-scales theory~MST! pre-
sented formally and implemented by Feitet al. @7# and by
others previously@8–10# in problems of practical interest.

Approximations other than SVE are also made, for e
ample, the quasistatic approximation~QSA! @8–10#,
whereby electrons are assumed to experience a static fie
the scale of the laser pulse length. In other words, electr
can travel the length of the pulse before the pulse is alte
significantly by diffraction, which is satisfied for puls
lengths much smaller than a Rayleigh range. The use of th
approximations means that, unfortunately, current fluid m
els do not have the generality of the PIC model to facilit
mutual code comparison and benchmarking. Although P
codes are generally valid over a wide range of regimes,
desirable to have a more generally valid fluid code prin
pally because PIC models tend to suffer from poor statist
571063-651X/98/57~4!/4645~5!/$15.00
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resolution of the motion due to practical limitations in th
number of particles which can be handled.

It is the purpose of this paper to present a relativistic flu
model in which neither the approximate separation of opti
and plasma time scales of MST nor the QSA dynamical
proximation is made. The fluid model results are then ben
marked against PIC results as a test of our numerical m
ods.

II. THEORY AND NUMERICAL METHODS

The equations of the model are Maxwell’s equations
the vector and scalar potentials in the Lorentz gauge,
continuity equation, and the fluid momentum equations:

S ¹22
1

c2

]2

]t2DAW 52
vp

2npW

egc
, ~1a!

S ¹22
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c2
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]t2DF52
mvp

2~n2ni !

e
, ~1b!
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mg D , ~1c!
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]AW

]t
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e

mcg
~pW 3¹W 3AW !.

~1d!

In Eqs.~1!, n is the dimensionless normalized electron de
sity andni the dimensionless normalized ion density, whi
is taken to be constant during the passage of a laser wi
pulse length in the femtosecond regime.

We differentiate Eqs.~1a! and ~1b! in time but not in
space, where the spatial problem is defined as a t
dimensional slab with propagation alongz. The use of fast
Fourier transform~FFT! methods to treat spatial derivative
has been described previously@11#; here we merely outline
the techniques used for the equations of the Maxwell-fl
model. All terms containing differential operators are mov
to the right side, which is assumed known from the previo
time step. Then we Fourier transform the equations in sp
and advance the resulting algebraic equations one time
using the three-point central-difference algorithm for t
4645 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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second-order time derivative. Then we find the inverse F
rier transform. This constitutes one cycle in the tempo
advance. We treat Eq.~1d! similarly, a procedure which ha
already been implemented by others@12# for the fluid mo-
mentum.

In this way, spatial differencing is entirely avoided. Th
procedure has the effect that spatial derivatives, which
real-space, finite-difference methods are distributed loc
over a selected number of grid zones, and can be the so
of numerical instabilities, are smoothed globally over
space, thereby leading to robustly stable results. We use
standard FFT routine of Cooley and Tukey@13#, which is a
very fast algorithm on a vector machine. This procedure
applied to Maxwell’s equations, was thoroughly benc
marked in other applications@11#.

A similar procedure, applied to Eq.~1c!, however, does
not yield numerically stable results. The following proc
dures, however, do yield numerically stable results. Our
gorithm to advance the normalized electron density over
interval dt is

na5e2~dt/2mg!pW •¹W e2dt¹W •pW /mge2~dt/2mg!pW •¹W nr , ~2!

where the subscriptsa and r designate the advanced, r
tarded function with respect to the intervaldt. This algo-
rithm is a form of the well-known split-operator FFT metho
@14#, in which noncommuting exponential factors of th
propagator are arranged over a single three-step interva
shown in Eq.~2!. The outside factors, which contain diffe
ential operators, are evaluated in transform space, and
middle factor is evaluated in real space. This procedur
obviously limited to first-order accuracy indt because~in
contrast to the conventional split-operator method of R
@14#! pW /g depends on space, and thus higher-order nonc
muting terms in the expansion of the exponential are drop
as truncation errors. However, this procedure is observe
be conditionally numerically stable, as determined by
Courant conditioncDt/Ds,1 ~wheres is a spatial coordi-
nate!, as expected for an explicit advance in a convect
equation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The laser wavelength is 1mm. The plasma density is
1020 cm23, such that the ratio of the plasma to optical fr
quency, vp /v, is 0.296. In the calculations we use th
scaled variables: time in units ofv21, space in units ofk21,
fields in units ofmc2/e, and momentum in units ofmc. The
longitudinal and transverse widths of the Gaussian pulse
10 and 17.67k21, respectively, where the full width at ha
maximum is 2dAln 2 for a Gaussian widthd. This corre-
sponds to a pulse length of about 8.75 fs and a pulse widt
about 4.64mm. For a maximum time of 220v21, a trans-
verse length of 125k21, and longitudinal length of 500k21,
we used 8001, 256, and 1024 mesh points, respectively

The PIC calculations were performed using the co
WAVE @15#, which has been thoroughly benchmarked ov
the last two decades@16#. We used 106 particles~sufficient to
resolve the fifth-order laser harmonic! and 512 and 256 mes
points for longitudinal and transverse lengths, respectiv
equal to 204.8k21. The temporal interval is 0.2v21.

Aside from inherent differences between the fluid and P
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models, the linear polarization of the laser lies in the plane
the plasma for the fluid code, and lies perpendicular to
plane of the plasma for the PIC code, a difference wh
unfortunately seemed to require more code labor to rec
than was available. However, from the comparison of
results it appears that the polarization difference shows
primarily in the spectra of the wake electromagnetic~EM!
field, which for the PIC model is absent a peak at the la
frequency, as expected on theoretical grounds.

We present results for a laser pulse with a peak inten
of 1.1231018 W cm22 ~Fig. 1! incident on a cold plasma
whose boundaries are sharply defined at2100 and 100k21

longitudinally and at the grid boundaries transversely. T
laser is polarized in the transverse direction, and causes
transverse component of the fluid momentum to quiver
shown in Fig. 2. The EM fields are calculated from the p

FIG. 1. Three snapshots of laser intensity vs longitudinal d
tance. The laser enters the region of the plasma at2100k21, and is
self-focused as it passes through the region.

FIG. 2. Snapshots of fluid quiver momentum vs longitudin
distance corresponding to the second and third snapshots from
left of Fig. 1. The periodicity is on the optical frequency scale.
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tentials@Eqs. 1~a! and 1~b!# from the relation

EW 52
1

c

]AW

]t
2¹W F. ~3!

In the wake of the laser, a longitudinal EM field is ge
erated ~Figs. 3 and 4! which extends for many plasm
wavelengths—a plasma wavelength is 2p v/vp in our scaled
variables. The fluid and PIC models in Figs. 3 and 4, resp
tively, show reasonable mutual agreement considering t
theoretical differences. The poorest agreement is obse
near the laser pulse and at the left-hand boundary of

FIG. 3. Wake EM field vs longitudinal distance for the righ
hand pulse of Fig. 1. The periodicity is on the plasma freque
scale, with optical-scale modulation clearly visible near the form
the pulse.

FIG. 4. Wake EM field as given by the PIC model vs longit
dinal distance as a comparison with the fluid-model wake fi
given in Fig. 3.
c-
ir
ed
e

plasma. This may reflect the use of damping terms in
fluid momentum equations to suppress motion outside of
plasma boundaries.

The authors of Ref.@7# neglected the wake vector poten
tial @Eq. 1~a!#, which is polarized along the direction o
propagation of the pulse, on the grounds that their calcu
tion is in a weakly relativistic regime~their rms laser inten-
sity is 1.131017 W cm22, for which the electron quiver mo
mentum is about 0.28mc!. On the other hand, ou
calculations at a rms intensity of 5.631017 W cm22 ~Fig. 1,
right-hand pulse!, for which the quiver momentum is abou
0.9mc ~Fig. 2, right-hand momentum!, show that the electro-
magnetic wake field~Fig. 3! for an electron densityne of
1020 cm23 has a peak field strength which is about 10%
our laser peak field strength~Fig. 5!, or about
2.43109 V/cm. The scaling law given by Eq.~2! in Ref. @9#,

Ez /Ex>1.2310211Ane@cm23#l@mm#a0 /A~11a0
2/2!,

~4!

wherea0 is the scaled quiver momentum~Fig. 2!, states that
the ratio of wake to laser peak field strengths should be ab
9% for our parameter set; thus our observed ratio is in r
sonable agreement. Although their ratio of wake to la
peak field strengths is only about 6% of our ratio, beca
their quiver velocity and electron density~about
231018 cm23! are smaller; nevertheless their wake pe
field strength, according to Eq.~4!, should be about 0.5% o
their laser peak field strength or about 4.63107 V/cm. Al-
though much much smaller than ours, this field is still clea
of non-negligible physical importance.

The wake field oscillates near the plasma frequencyvp ;
however, due to the nonlinear nature of the forces driving
plasma, we observe harmonic generation to order 3vp in the
power spectrum of the wake field~Fig. 6!. The spectrum is
defined as the squared modulus of the temporal Fou
transform of the field at a single longitudinal point~here at
z530k21!, integrated over the transverse direction. T

y
f

d

FIG. 5. Laser EM field vs longitudinal distance for the righ
hand pulse of Fig. 1 for purposes of comparison of magnitude
shape with the wake field of Fig. 3.
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spectral peaks are redshifted slightly from the expected m
tiples of vp /v50.296 due to partial expulsion of plasm
electrons from the laser’s path~‘‘ponderomotive expul-
sion’’!. Generation of harmonics in the pulse at the la
frequency@17# is also observed~Fig. 7!.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

These comparative studies have taught us important
sons with respect to the validity and usefulness of previou
published relativistic fluid codes. First, the third harmonic
the plasma harmonic series~Fig. 6! is very near the optica
frequencyv ~for our vp /v;0.3!; thus one may be led to
question the usefulness of the multiple-scales schem
eliminate the optical frequency except in weakly relativis
regimes, as in Ref.@7#, because clearly the approximate sep
ration of frequencies in MST, although reasonably well su
ported by its principal validity criterionvp /v!1, would
nevertheless not be expected to hold when higher-o
members of the plasma harmonic series overlap stron
with the first-order optical harmonic, which could reasona
be expected to occur at higher laser intensities and a m
strongly relativistic motion. Thus the plasma harmonic sp
trum gives a more stringent test of the validity of MST th
the inequality alone.

Second, it is not sensible to neglect the electromagn

FIG. 6. Wake-field power spectrum, in units of the optical fr
quency~i.e., the fundamental optical frequency is one unit!. Clearly
visible are the first three redshifted plasma harmonics. The b
shifted harmonic at the optical frequency arises because the p
ization of the laser in the plane of the plasma induces motion in
electron density at the optical frequency. Less pronounced are
structures near zero, and two which are caused by the Lorentz-
contribution to the motion.
am
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wake vector potential, as in Ref.@7#, even in the weakly
relativistic regime considered there. Although the accura
of the results which these authors do present is likely
seriously impaired by this neglect, nevertheless their w
field has a peak field strength of about 4.63107 V/cm @as we
estimated from Eq.~4!#, and clearly is important in giving an
overall qualitatively accurate physical picture of intense la
propagation through a relativistic plasma.

Furthermore the condition¹W ne3(pW 2aW )50, which holds
if the electron density is spatially homogeneous andpW andaW
are the momentum field and wake vector potential, resp
tively, which vary on the plasma time scale, is used by
authors of Ref.@7# to claim that the wake vector potentia
vanishes. Obviously this condition states only that¹W 3pW
5¹W 3aW , and does not imply that the wake vector potent
itself vanishes.

Finally a parallel version of the FFT algorithm is cu
rently available, and has been implemented@18# by one of
the authors of Ref.@11# in ion-atom charge exchange. Th
availability would be expected to enhance the attractiven
of FFT methods@11# for use in Maxwell-fluid and other
multidimensional models.
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FIG. 7. Laser-field power spectrum, in units of the optical fr
quency~i.e., the fundamental optical frequency is one unit!. The
first, second, and third harmonics are well resolved, while the fou
and fifth harmonics are much less well resolved.
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